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1. Introduction
Let Ω be a bounded open subset of Rn with smooth boundary <9Ω. In R x Ω we
consider a first order symmetric hyperbolic system:
j=0
with d0 = d/dt, dj — d/dxj, j — l , . . . ,n and u — (UI,...,UN) where Ao(t,x) is
positive definite on R x Ω. We assume that Aj(t,x) and B(t,x) are independent of t
outside a compact subset of R x Ω. Recall that the boundary matrix is given by
n
Ab(t,x) = ^2^j(x)Aj(t,x) for (ί,z) G R x <9Ω
j=l
where v(x) — (ι/ι(x), . . . ,z/
n
(x)) is the unit outward normal to Ω at x G 9Ω. In this
paper we study the initial boundary value problems for L assuming that the boundary
space is maximal positive.
A general theory of initial boundary value problem for non singular At, with max-
imal positive boundary space was developed by Friedrichs [2], Lax-Phillips [4], Rauch-
Massey III [13] and so on. The case of the characteristic boundary has been studied
by Lax-Phillips [4], Majda-Osher [6], Rauch [12] and so on. In particular, when dim
KerAδ is constant on the boundary, in [11] we find a detailed study on the initial
boundary value problem where the regularity was measured by conormal Sobolev s-
paces. In the characteristic case, one can not expect full regularity even if / G HS(Ω)
(see [6], [17]). In [9], [14], in a similar situation, the initial boundary value problems
were studied in usual Sobolev space setting aimed to study non linear perturbations.
For a concrete problem of this type see [18] which motivated our study.
When dim Ker^4& is not constant it is well known (see [5], [10]) that one does
not in general get a well posed boundary value problem by merely taking maximal
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positive boundary conditions, while in [11] we can find some positive results. In [7]
we proved the existence of regular solutions in the case that Ab is definite apart from
an embedded n — 2 dimensional submanifold of <9Ω on which Ab vanishes under the
same conditions assumed also in this paper. In [15] the same question is studied in a
similar situation.
In this paper we continue studying the same problem when At is non singular
outside a set, assumed to be an open set with smooth boundary on which A\> is defi-
nite.
Let us set
(1.1) O+(O~) = {(t,x) G R x <9Ω; Ab(t,x) is positive (negative) definite}
and denote by ^  the boundaries of O± in R x 9Ω. Letting 7 = 7+07" we assume
that 7 is a smooth embedded n — 1 dimensional submanifold of R x dΩ, the boundary
matrix Ab(t,x) is non singular on (Rx<9Ω)\7 and that KeτAb(t,x) is a smooth vector
bundle over 7.
The boundary condition takes the form:
u(t,x) G M(t,x) for (t,x) G R x <9Ω
where M(t,x) is a linear subspace of C^. We assume that the boundary space
M(t,x) is maximal positive in the sense that
(Ab(t,x)v,v) > 0 for all v G M(t,x),
dimM(£, x) = #{non negative eigenvalues of Ab(t,x) counting multiplicity}.
In particular, (1.1) implies that
Γ CN on 0+
(1.2) , [ {0} on O~.
We also assume that M(t, x) is smooth on each component of (R x 9Ω) \7 up to the
boundary and independent of t outside a compact subset of R x <9Ω.
We study the following initial boundary value problem:
{ Lu — j in / x Ωu G M at / x <9Ω
u(0, -) = u0 on Ω
where / = (0,Γ). In what follows, we introduce the notation O — 7xΩ, Γ = 7x<9Ω,
n = R x Ω and Δ = R x dΩ.
We make our assumptions precise. Let (ί, x) G 7 and we work in a neighborhood
U of (ί,i). Let {vι(t,x),...,vp(t,x}} C C°°(U) be a basis for KerAb(t,x) on 7IΊC7
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and set V(t,x) = (vι(t,x),...,υp(t,x)). Take h(t,x) G C°°(U) so that 7 Π U =
(R x dίl) Π {/ι(ί, x) — 0} where dh(t,x) and z/(x) are linearly independent on 7ίΊ U.
Since (V*AbV)(t,x) vanishes on 7lΊ C7 we can factor out h(t,x)\
(1.3) (V*AbV)(t,x) = h(t,x)AhtΊ(t,x) on (R x <9Ω) Π E7.
Moreover we set
(1.4) AJ/b(t,x) = V*(t,x)
=o
For more intrinsic definitions of Ab^ and ^47/6, see [8]. Our assumption is stated as
follows:
(1.5) Ab,j(t, x) and A
Ί
/b(t, x) have the same definiteness on 7ίΊC/.
Clearly this condition does not depend on the choice of Vj(t,x) and h(t,x).
Under the conditions (1.5) we discuss the existence and regularity of solutions to
(IBVP). We also study asymptotic behavior of solutions near 7.
2. Results for zero initial data
In what follows, if u — u(t,x) is a function of t and x then we denote by u(t)
the function of x obtained by freezing t\ u(t)(x) = u(t,x).
We denote the formal adjoint of L by L*:
n
L*u = - ]Γ djAj (t, x)u + B* (t, x)u.
j=0
(
For u, v G C0ίl(O)9 Green's identity yields
r
Abu,υ)dtdσ
-(A)(θMθ)χo))L2(Ω).
The adjoint boundary space M*(£,x) is defined by
M*(t,x) = [Ah(t,x)M(t,x)]± for (ί,χ) G Δ.
In particular, (1.2) implies that
ί {0} on O+(2.1) Af*(t,x) = <^ :,
I C^ on O~.
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We recall the following definition (see [1], [2]).
DEFINITION. For / G L2(O) and UQ G L2(Ω) we say u G L2(O) is a weak
solution to (IBVP) if and only if the identity
holds for all </> € C0'1^) with <φ G M* at Γ and </>(Γ) = 0.
Take r(z) G C°°(Ω) with dr(x) / 0 on <9Ω so that Ω = {r(rc) > 0} and
h±(t,x) G C?00^) such that O± = Δ Π {h±(t,x) > 0} where dh±(t,x) and
ι/(x) are linearly independent on 7±. Similarly, take h(t,x) G C°°(H) such that
7 = Δ Π {fo(£,α;) = 0} where dh(t,x) and ι/(x) are linearly independent on 7. We
assume that h±(t,x) and h(t,x) are independent of ί outside a compact subset of K.
Let us set
ί,x) = m±(t,x) - h±(t,x).
Note that φ±(t,x) > 0 if (t,x) G ^ \ (O111 U 7±) and that 0±(ί,x) = 0 if (ί,x) G
O±U7
±
.
We first get the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.1. If f e φτ_L2(O) and u0 G 0L(0)L2(Ω) for some r > 1 then
there exists a weak solution u G φ^Lϊ^O) to (IBVP) satisfying
where C = C(τ) > 0 is independent of f , UQ and u.
Proposition 2.2. If f £ L2(O) and UQ G Z/2(Ω) then a weak solution u G
m-L2(O) to (IBVP) is unique.
An immediate corollary to Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 is
Corollary 2.3. // / G φτ_L2(O) and u0 G 01(0)L2(Ω) for some r > 1 and
if u € m-L2(O) is a weak solution to (IBVP) then we have u G φτ_L2(O] and it
follows that
where C = (7(r) > 0 is independent of /, UQ and u.
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Our main concern is the regularity of solutions u to (IBVP). Hence we introduce
the following spaces: For q G Z+ and σ, τ G R we set
(2.2) *(Vr)(°) =
J=0
(2.3) *oV,r)(fi) =
J=0
where Hj(O) and iP(Ω) are usual Sobolev spaces of order j. We define Xq(σ r)(0;Γ)
by (2.2) with Hj(O;Γ), the conormal Sobolev space of order j with respect to Γ,
instead of Hj(O). The space Xj(σr)(Ω;<9Ω) is defined similarly (see also [8]). Note
that if / G X*
σr)(O) (resp. Xq(σ ^(O\Y)) for some q e Z+, g > 1 and σ, r G R
then (ctf/)(0) eX'^ίΩ) (resp. X0%^fc(Ω; 0Ω)) for ft - 0, . . . , q - 1.
We can now obtain regular solutions to (IBVP) with zero initial data (results for
the general case is described in Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 in Section 5).
Theorem 2.4. For q G Z+, q > 1 there is a Σ(q) > 0 such that if f G
^(
g
_
σjr)(C);Γ) Π φ-L2(O), for some σ, r > Σ(q), satisfies (0£/)(0) = 0 /or k =
0, . . . , g - 1 then there exists a weak solution u G X*_
σ
^(O\ Γ) Π φ-L2(O) to (IB-
VP) with zero initial data which satisfies
where C — C(q, σ, r) > 0 is independent of f and u.
We can get a rough estimate of asymptotic behavior of weak solutions near 7.
Theorem 2.5. For q G Z+ there is a Σ(q) > 0 such that if f G
X(-[Zl)]+l(O) Π φ-L2(O), for some σ, r > Σ(q), satisfies (βj/)(0) - 0 /or
fc = 0, . . . ,<? -f [n/2] and if u e m_L2(O) w α weak solution to (IBVP) with zero
initial data then we have u G m-^nM+l">φ+σ φr_Cq(O}.
3. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to (IBVP)
Let us set
(x)2 + (μr(x ) - M*,z))2}1/2,
;/^,μ) + μr(x) — h±(t,x)
f or K > 0 and μ G R. Then we can choose a (7 = C(/c, μ) > 0 satisfying
C~lm±(t, x) < m±(t,x;κ,μ) < Cm±(t, x),
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C~lφ±(t,x) <Φ±(t,x;κ,μ) <Cφ±(t,x) for (t,x) G ft.
Thus it suffices to prove the results in Section 2 with m±(t,x',κ,μ) and φ±(t,x;κ,,μ)
instead of m±(t,x) and φ±(t,x). In what follows, we simply write m±(t,x) and
Φ±(t,x) for ra± (£,#;/£, μ) and φ±(t,χ-,κ,μ) respectively.
We denote by || - ||
σ
, || - \\
n
 and || - ||
Ω
 the norm in L2(<9), L2(7^) and in L2(Ω)
respectively. The following a priori estimate is obtained by much the same way as in
[8] (for details see Lemma 5.4 in [8]).
Lemma 3.1. There are CQ, C\ > 0 such that for τ > 0 we can take a Λ(τ) G
R having the following properties: If Reλ > Λ(τ), — oo < T\ < T^ < oo and if
u G Co'1^) with u G M* at (ϊι,Γ2) x dίl then it follows that
(Reλ - Λ(r))||W||2Ti)T2)xΩ + colN^H2
Applying this we can prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let us set
E = {φτ__(L* +AA0)eIV; ^ G C0'1^) with ^ G M* at Γ and ^ (Γ) = 0}
and we study the map
T : E 3 0L(£* + λΛ)eXίV ^> (/,^)σ + (Λ)(0)u0,^(0))Ω G C.
From Lemma 3.1 with u = e^φ^ψ and ϊi = 0, Γ2 = T we obtain that
< C'(\)\\φL(L* + λΛ)eX^H2o{l|e-IVlr/H
By Hahn-Banach theorem there is a w G L2(O) such that
σ
for every ^ € C0'1^) with V e M * at Γ and φ(T) = 0. Then u = extφτ_w is a
desired weak solution. Π
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For the proof of Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 we study the following bound-
ary value problem:
{ (L + \A0)u = f in R x Ω = 7£_
where λ G C is a parameter.
DEFINITION. For / G L2(K) we say u G L2(K) is a weak solution to (BVP) if
and only if the identity
holds for all ψ G C^'1^) with </> G M* at Δ.
We now set φ±,
η
(t,x) = φ±(t,x) - η and 7£±j7? = 71 n {(/>±)77 > 0} for η > 0.
The following proposition is a key result to prove Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.4.
Proposition 3.2. There is a Λ G R swc/z ίΛαί ί/ Reλ > Λ <wd //" / G
ίYΛ supp/ C Tl-,η Π {ί > TO} /or some 77 > 0 and TO G R then there exists a weak
solution u G L2(K) to (BVP) with suppu CU-
ιη
Γ\{t> T0}.
To prove this we shall need a few lemmas which are proved by repeating the
same arguments as in [8] (see Lemma 5.6, Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 7.8 in [8]).
Lemma 3.3. There is a 770 > 0 such that for τ > 0 we can take a Λ(τ) G R
verifying the following properties: If 0 < η < r?o, Reλ > Λ(τ) and if u
with suppu Π {φ-,
η
 = 0} = 0 and u G M* at Δ Π {φ-,
η
 > 0} then it follows that
(Reλ - Λ(τ))||u|&_ i i f + CO(T -
where CQ, C\ > 0 depend only on η.
Lemma 3.4. There are CQ, CΊ, ΣO > 0 swc/z that for σ, r > ΣQ we CYW ta&e α
Λ(σ, r) G R verifying the following properties: If Reλ > Λ(σ, r), — oo < TI < T*2 <
oo and if u £ CQ'I(U) with u £ M at (ϊι,Γ2) x 9Ω ί/zen it follows that
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Lemma 3.5. Let u G L2(R,), with suppu C Ή—,
η
 for some η > 0, be a weak
solution to (BVP). Then there is a {u
€
} C C^(U) with suppu
€
 C Tl-,
ηo
 and u
€
 G M
at Δ such that if σ > 4 and r G R then φ^.φr_u
€
 is also a weak solution to (BVP).
Moreover we have
ue-+u, φ^φ
τ
_(L + XA0)ue -> φ^φτ_ (L + XA0)u in L2(7^) as e -> 0
where η$ > 0 depends only on η.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Using Lemma 3.3 and repeating arguments similar to
those in Proposition 3.2 in [8] we can find a u G L?(R) with suppu C Tϊ—,
η
 which
is a weak solution to (BVP). We choose a {u
€
} as in Lemma 3.5. Then Lemma 3.4
shows that
(min(σ,r) -
Letting SO — > — oo and e — »• 0 we have
(min(σ,r) -
< C
ί
\\mφσ+Φ-
τ(L + λAo)u||^_00,To)xΩ = l|m^Cτ/ll^oo,τ0)χΩ = 0-
This implies suppu C {t > TO} which proves the assertion. D
We now give the proof of Proposition 2.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Assuming that u G m-L2(O) is a weak solution to
(BVP) with / = 0 and UQ = 0 we wish to show u = 0. Let g G CQ°(U). Repeating
the same arguments as in Proposition 3.2 we can find a v G L2(7£), with suppu C
Tl+,η Γ\{t < T — η} for some η > 0, which is a weak solution to the following adjoint
boundary value problem
Let us choose x G Co°(R) so that x — 1 near 0 and set
Vk = χ(k~lt)(l - χ(km-))υ, gk = (L*
for A: > 0 large enough. Then vk is also a weak solution to (BVP*) replaced g by
<7fc. Since suppt^ is compact and suppi^ Π 7 = 0 then Theorem 4 in [12] gives a
{^fc,e} C CQ(^) with vk,t G M* at Δ such that
(L* -h λAo)υ/fe,
e
 -> ^  in L2(π) as e -> 0.
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Noticing e~xtvk,e G Cl(O} with e~Xivk,€ G M* at Γ and (e'Xtυkl€)(T) = 0 and
recalling Jhat u is a weak solution to (BVP) with / = 0 and UQ = 0 we obtain
(u,L*e~χtVk,e)o = 0. Letting e -> 0 we have (e~xtu,gk)o = 0. We note that
(e.~xtu,gk)o -* (z~Xtu,9}o as A: -4 oo. Indeed we can write
(e-χtu,gk)o = (e-χtu,χ(k-lt)(l-χ(km-))g)o
- (e-χtu,k-lχ'(k-lt)χ(km-)A0v)o
= 1 1 + /2 + /3
with M_ = Σ7=o(^'m-)47 The dominated convergence theorem shows that /i -»
(e~xtu,g)o, h -> 0 as e ->• 0. We turn to /3. Since iί = ra_iί; for some w G L2(O)
and |0χ'(0)| < C for some C > 0 the dominated convergence theorem again proves
that 73 — (e~Xiw,χ(k~lt)kπi-χ'(km-)M-v)ςι -> 0 as e -»• 0. Thus we have
(e~xtu,g)ςι = 0. Noticing that C^°(O) is dense in L2(O) we conclude u = 0. D
4. Proofs of results for zero initial data
We start with the proof of Theorem 2.4. Recalling that Aj(ί,x), B(t,x) and
h±(t,x) are independent of £ outside a compact subset of 7£ and repeating the same
arguments as in [8] we can prove the following two propositions (see Proposition 3.1
and Proposition 11.3 in [8]).
Proposition 4.1. For q G Z+ there is a Σ(#) > 0 such that for σ, r > Σ(g) we
can take a Λ(g, σ, r) G R verifying the following properties: If Reλ > Λ(<7,σ, r) αnd
/ G A^^jίft; Δ) Π £2(ft) βΛέ/ i/ w G L2(ft), wiYΛ suppw C H-^ for some η > 0,
w α vv^αA: solution to (BVP) then it follows that u G X?
σ r
\(^' > Δ).
Proposition 4.2. For g G Z+ ί/z^r^ w α Σ(ςf) > 0 such that for σ, r > Σ,(q) we
can take a Λ(</, σ, r) G R verifying the following properties: If Reλ > Λ(</, σ, r) α/zJ
I/M G X^/^ίTi Δ) ΠL2(7i) w α weak solution to (BVP) wiYA / G C^(U) then
it follows that
CΊ = CΊ (g, σ, r, λ) > 0 w independent of u and f.
An immediate corollary to these propositions is
Corollary 4.3. For q G Z+ f/zere w α Σ(g) > 0 such that for σ, r > Σ(q) we
can take a Λ(g, σ, r) G R verifying the following properties: If Reλ > Λ(ςf,σ,τ)
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if u G L2(Tί), with suppii C Ή—,
η
 far some η > 0, is a weak solution to (BVP) with
f G C^(Ίl) then it follows that u G Λ" (9_σjT)(fc;Δ) and
C\ = CΊ(g,σ,τ,λ) > 0 w independent of u and f.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We can take a / G J!ί(
9
_
σr)(7^;Δ) with supp/ C {0 <
t < T} such that / = / on O and
(4.1)
where C > 0 and T > T are independent of / and / (we give the proof of this
fact in Corollary 7.11 below). Let us choose χ G Co°(R) so that χ — 1 near 0 and
p G (7o°(Rn+1) with suppp C {(ί,rr); 0 < ί < 1, \x\ < 1} such that p > 0 and
// pdtdx — 1 and set
fk,t(t,x) = (((l-χ(kr))f)*pt)(t,x), pf(t,x) = e-(»+1)p(£-1t|C-1aJ)
f or k > 0 large enough and 0 < e < 1 small enough where r = r(x) is a defining
function of Ω. Then we have /fc?€ G Cg°(ft) with supp/fc,6 C {0 < t < f + 1} for
e > 0 small enough. Moreover it follows from the proof of Lemma 6.4 in [8] that
as e — ^  0 and A; — > oo. Let λ G C be Reλ > 0 large enough and set Ffc}€ = e~λ</fc)6.
Then Proposition 3.2 gives a weak solution [7fc,
e
 G L2(K) to (BVP) with / replaced
by Ffc,
e
 with supply C 7^-^ Π {t > 0} for some η > 0. From Corollary 4.3 it
follows that ί/fc,e G X9_
σ r
(7^;Δ) and
Now if we write ukj€ = eXtUkj6 then we have ufc?e G X(
qί
_
σr)(O;Γ) Π φ-L2(O)
and
We first show that Wfc ? e is a weak solution to (IBVP) replaced / and UQ by /fc j€ and
0. Let φ G C0'1^) with φ G M* at Γ and φ(T) = 0. We choose a ^ G C^l(U)
with supp^i C {ί < T} such that ^ G M* at Δ and ψ(T) = 0. Since C7fc,
e
 is a weak
solution to (BVP) it follows that
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Noticing supp[7fc,
€
 Γ\suppψ C O we get (ufc?€,L*^)o — (Λ,cj^)o» and hence Ufc,c is
a weak solution to (IBVP). Therefore it follows from Corollary 2.3 that
(4.3) IIC Velio <C||CV I^Ic>
Combining (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain
(4.4) H u f c > e | | σ Γ + lie V.llo < CΊ{||Λ,e | | π Δ 4- l^lV/
Since {Λ,
e
} is a Cauchy sequence in X*_
στ
)(li\ Δ) Γ\φ-L2(O) then {ιifc,
€
} has a
limit point u in X(
ςf
_
σ r)(O;Γ) Π 0_L2((9). Then u is a desired weak solution to (IB-
VP) with zero initial data and the desired estimate follows from (4.4) and (4.1). Π
We turn to the proof of Theorem 2.5. The proof easily follows from
Proposition 4.4. Let u G Xq(σ^(O',Y) and Lu G X^τ](O) for some q G Z+
and σ, r G R. Then it follows that u G m~qXq((T >r)(0) and
)(0} < C {\\u\\ x*στ)(0.Γ} + \\Lu\\χ
where C — C(q, σ,τ) > 0 is independent of u.
Admitting for the moment that Proposition 4.4 holds we shall prove Theorem 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let q1 — ςf+[ra/2] + 1. Theorem 2.4 gives a weak solution
υ G xf_
σ
^(O]Γ) Π φ-L2(O) to (IBVP) with zero initial data, and hence it follows
from Proposition 2.2 that u = v G Xj
στ
ΛO\Y). Therefore Proposition 4.4 implies
that
u G m-q> Xq('_σίT}(O) ^ m-q'φ+σφτ_Hq'(O) -> m~q 'φ+σφτ_Cq(Ό)
which shows the assertion. Π
To prove Proposition 4.4 we localize the problem. Let us take a covering {Ui}li=0
of O as follows: First we cover Γ by coordinate patches ί7», i — 1, . . . , / , with coor-
dinate systems χ< : £/i Π O -» {(r,^); α^ < r < 6^, |f| < 1, ξι > 0} such that
r = t o χΓ1 and f i = r o χΓ1 where 0 < α^ < 6; < T. Next we cover O \ ULi u*
by ί/o CC R x Ω. Choose a partition of unity {ψi}li=0 subordinate to this covering
{Ui}li==0 and set Ui = ψiU. If U{ Π Γ = 0 then Proposition 4.4 with U{ instead of u is
easily checked.
Now we suppose that Ui Π Γ / 0. Performing a change of independent variables
we may assume that r = x\ and suppi^ C /; x {|x| < l,xι > 0} where /i = (αi,6i).
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In what follows, we write
d = (<90,<9ι,<92,...,<9n), dx = (e?ι,<92,
Proposition 4.4 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5 below.
Lemma 4.5. Let p G Z+, a G Z™+1 and assume that p + |α| < q. Then we
have
= C(<7, σ, τ,p, α) > 0.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Let α G Z++1 and assume that |α| < q. If we write
(c*o, 0, 0:2, - , Oί
n
) then it follows that
Arguments similar to those in Lemma 6.1 in [8] imply that
^ ι i x o < c
which shows that
(4.6) \\mqui\\
x
^(0}
Summing (4.6) from i — 0 to i = I we get the desired estimate. D
We shall prove Lemma 4.5. The interesting patches are at 7. Note that h±d\ is
written as a sum of a(t,x)Zβ, \β\ < 1 and a(t,x)L where a(t,x) G ^ ^(R^1), the
set of all smooth functions on Rn+1 with bounded derivatives of all order, which may
differ from line to line.
Lemma 4.6. (h±di)pZa, p>l and |α| < q, is written as a sum of the follow-
ing terms:
0 < / < p - l , 0 < k < 2(q + p - 1 - /),
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0 < / < p - 1, 0 < fe < 2(q + p - 1 - /),
0<k-i-j<q, \β\<q-k + i + j.
Proof. We first consider the case p = 1. Note that (h±dι)Za is written as a
sum of a(t,x)ZβZa9 \β\ < 1 and a(t,x)LZa. Here a(t,x)ZβZa can be written as a
desired sum. We turn to a(t,x)LZa. Since LZa = ZaL + [L,Za], Lemma 10.5 in [7]
shows that LZa can be also written as a desired sum.
We next consider the case p > 2. Using that (h±dι)pZa = (Λiβi^-^ΛidOZ*
and the results for the case p — 1 we conclude the assertion. D
Lemma 4.7. | |m^ σ ~ ί p α ^: τ " g p β af Z^Uill/.xR" , p+ |α| <qandp>
1, w bounded from above by a sum of the following terms:
Proof. Since m < C(|a;ι| + |/ι±|) for some C > 0 it follows that
Noticing that Xi^f can be written as a sum of Z{, 0 < / < p, we have
Thus /i is bounded from above by a desired sum. Moreover Lemma 4.6 implies that
/2 can be also bounded from above by a desired sum. D
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We proceed by induction on p. From Lemma 6.1 in [8]
the case p — 0 is trivial. Inductively assume that the statement is true up to p — 1.
Lemma 4.7 shows that ||mP0~£7~9"fp+|α|0:r~9+p+|α|9fZαui||/iXRn is bounded from
above by a sum of the following terms:
^
 =/i) 0 < l < p - l , l + \β\<q,
| / i χ R = /2, 0 < I < p- 1, I + \β\ < q.
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By the inductive hypothesis I\ can be bounded from above by the right-hand side of
(4.5). We turn to /2 Since Lui = ψiLu -f ]Γ)j ,
 k(djψi)AjUk the inductive hypothesis
implies that /2 can also be bounded from above by the right-hand side of (4.5). This
proves the assertion for p. D
5. Results for general initial data
Now we shall extend the definition of a weak solution to (IBVP). Let us set
tf(0) = U φ+σφLL*(0), £g(Ω) = (J (Φ+σΦ-mL2(fl).
σ,τ>0 σ,τ>0
Noticing (2.1) we introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION. For / G £2(O) and UQ G £Q(Ω) we say u G £2(C>) is a weak
solution to (IBVP) if and only if the identity
(u,L*ψ)L2(0) = (f,ψ)L2(0) + (A)(0)u0,</>(0))L2(Ω)
holds for all ψ G C°>l(O) with ^ € M* at Γ, t/>(Γ) = 0 and ^  = 0 on a neighbor-
hood of O+ .
Then by using arguments similar to those in the proof of Proposition 2.1, Propo-
sition 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 we obtain
Proposition 5.1. // / G φ+σφτ_L2(O) and u0 G (φ+σφτ_)(Q)L2(Ω) for some
σ > 0 and r > 1 f/z*?Ai ί/z^r^ ^jcw/ί α weak solution u G φ+σφτ_L2(O) to (IBVP)
satisfying
\\Φσ+Φ-
τ
u\\ι*(0} <
where C = C(σ, r) > 0 w independent of /, MO flfld u.
Proposition 5.2. // / G £2(0) and UQ G £g(Ω) ί/z^n a weak solution u G
m-L2(O) to (IBVP) w
Corollary 5.3. /// G 0;σ^L2(O) «nJ uQ G (0~σO(0)L2(Ω) /or ίom^ σ >
0 αnt/ r > 1 αizJ if u £ πi-L2(O) is a weak solution to (IBVP) then we have u G
φ~
σ
φ
τ
_L2(O) and it follows that
where C = C(σ,τ) > 0 w independent of /,
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In order to get regularity results we introduce "compatibility conditions". Let / G
X(-
σtT)(I x Ω) and ^o G *o(-σ,r)(Ω) for g G Z+, ςr > 1 and σ, T > 0. Then we
define u^k\ k = 0, . . . , </ — 1, as follows:
~ for
where tff - E ^ i ^ X O ) ^ 4- ( β j A B X O ) . Note that
1
 (Ω),
and hence (φ$φIτ)(0)uW G L2(<9Ω). We write Tk(f,u0) = u^ for k = 0, . . . ,?- 1.
Let J > 0 be small enough and choose P(t,x) G C°°((-J,<J) x9Ω;Mτv(C)) such
that υ G M(t,ar) if and only if P(t,x)υ = 0 for every (ί,χ) G (-ί,ί) x 9Ω.
DEFINITION. For </ G Z+, ^ > 1 and σ, r > 0 we say / G X?σrJO) and
u0 G -^oί-σ r)(Ω) satisfy me compatibility conditions up to order q — 1 if and only if
the following identities hold:
for * = 0,.
Here u™ = Tk(f,u0), k = 0, . . . ,ςr - 1, and 7o = {x G 9Ω; (0,z) G 7}-
Theorem 5.4. For q G Z+, ^ > 1 ί/ιer^ is α Σ(ςr) > 0 such that if f G
X?_
σr
x(£)) Λλiί/ UQ G Xj/_
σ r
Λ(Ω), /or jom^ σ, r > Σ(g), satisfy the compatibility
conditions up to order q — 1 f/z^n f/zere exisfs a weak solution u G XJ_
σ
 ΛO\T) to
(IBVP) W/H'C/Z satisfies
where C = C(q, σ, r) > 0 is independent of f, UQ and u.
From Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 4.4 we can derive a rough estimate of asymp-
totic behavior of weak solutions near 7.
Theorem 5.5. For q G Z+ there is a Σ(q) > 0 such that if f G Xq(^^]
and UQ G ^ o(-σ r) (Ω)' /or 5ί7/n^ σ> τ > Σ((?), satisfy the compatibility conditions
up to order q + [n/2] and if u € πi-L2(O) is a weak solution to (IBVP) then we have
- + * + - σ *
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6. Proofs of results for general initial data
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 5.4. From Lemma 3.4 we recall that
Lemma 6.1. There are C, ΣQ > 0 such that for σ, r > ΣQ we can take a
Λ(σ, r) G R verifying the following properties'. If Reλ > Λ(σ, r) and if u G C0' (
with suppu Π (O~~ U7~) = 0, w 0 weαfc solution to (IBVP) then it follows that
l + \\(φ'+φlτυ,)(0)\\o}
This implies the following a priori estimate.
Proposition 6.2. For q G Z+, </ > 1 f/zere w α Σ(</) > 0 swc/z that if σ, r >
Σ(q) and if u G (79+1(C5), vwϊA suppwΠ(O" U7~) = 0, w α weak solution to (IBVP)
it follows that
V* * 2 2 I9
 (O] ~^~ y^ IK^oLu)(Q)\\
χ q -ι-k rm + \\uo\\χ<ι (Ω) r(-σ,τ)^' *-^ ΛQ(-σ,τ)^ί' 0 ( - σ , τ ) V /
V fc—0 )
where C = C(q^, σ, r) > 0 is independent of u.
Proof. Localizing the problem as in Proposition 4.4 and repeating the same ar-
guments as in Proposition 10.1 in [8] we can obtain that
Since <90 = A^
l(L - Σ"=ι Ajdj ~ Bϊ we note tnat (^ow)(°)' ^ > 1, is written as
a sum of (<a»(0), |α| < k and (d%dlQLu)(Q), I + \β\ < k - 1. This completes the
proof. D
Let us set
7* - {x G <9Ω; (0,x) G 7=*=}, 70 - {* G 3Ω; (0,x) G 7},
For the proof of Theorem 5.4 we shall extract from technical details and sum up in
the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 6.3. Let q G Z+ and set q - qr+[n/2]+2. Suppose that f G H*(O) and
UQ G H*(fl) with supp/n(0+Uθ~U7) = 0 and suppu0Π(θί UO^Ltyo) = 0 and that
u G X?
σ
+-
 T_|_-\(O; Γ), for some σ, τ > q, is a weak solution to (IBVP) (we remark
that Xξ(_σ^>T+ίj)(0 ,Γ) M. X(?_σ,r)(0;Γ)). Then there exists a {«,} C C"^(O) with
supptί; n (O+ U O~ U 7) = 0 and HI € M at Γ which satisfies that
m/ in X(
g
_
σ)
(d0fc/)(0) in X l^1-;, (Ω), fc = 0, . . . q - 1,
«ι(0) -+ «o m X0'(-σ,r)(Ω).
«ι ->« 'n^(
?
_
σ
,
τ)(^;Γ),
as I -> oo.
Lemma 6.4. Lef / G X(
g
_
σ5r)(O) and UQ G ^ o(-σ,r)(Ω) /or q £ Z+ and q >
1, satisfy the compatibility conditions up to order q — 1. TTzen /or </' G Z+, q' > q
there exist {//} C Hq' (O) and {u
ol} C Hq' (Ω) wiYA supp//Π(O+ Uθ~ U7) = 0 and
suppno/Π(0o~UθcΓ ^7o) — 0 -swcA that // β/ίd ι/o/ satisfy the compatibility conditions
up to order q1 — 1 and moreover
(6.1) m/, ->m/ in X"(_^τ)(0),
(6.2) (fl£/ι)(0) ^(a
o
fc/)(0) in X^-^Ω), * = 0,...«-1,
(6.3) u0ί -*«o in X09(_στ)(Ω),
Λ51 / — > OO.
Admitting these lemmas we give the proof of Theorem 5.4.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let us set q — q 4- [n/2] + 2 and q1 = 2q + 1. First we
suppose that / G Hq' (O) and u0 G Hq> (Ω), with supp/ Π (O+ U O~ U 7) = 0 and
suppuo Π (Oo~ U O^ U 70) = 0, satisfy the compatibility conditions up to order q1 — 1.
Noticing that the rank of M(t,x) is constant on each component of Γ \ supp/ and
repeating the same arguments as in Lemma 3.1 in [13] we can find a w G H^l(O)
with suppwn(0+U0~U7) = 0 such that w(t,x) G M(t,x) for ( t , x ) G Γ, w(0) = w0
and (<9£(Lw-/))(0) = 0 for fc = 0, . . . ,ςf - 1.
Now we set g = Lw and consider the following initial boundary value problem:
<
Lv = f - g in / x Ω = O
v G M a t / x < 9 Ω = Γ
(0) =0 on Ω.
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Since / - g € Xf_
σ+9>τ+9)(O;Γ) Π φ-L2(O) and (d*(f - ff))(0) = 0 for k =
0, ...,g- 1 Theorem 2.4 gives a weak solution v € A"(*_σ+ί τ+ί)(O;Γ) to (IBVP')
If we set u = v + w then it follows that u 6 Xf_
σ+- T+~\(O;Γ) and u is a weak
solution to (IBVP). Moreover combining Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 we have
Next we suppose that / G -X7_
σr
)(C}) and UQ G X Q / _
σ r
x ( Ω ) satisfy the compat-
ibility conditions up to order q — 1. Then by using Lemma 6.4 and standard limiting
argument we conclude the assertion. Π
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Proposition 4.4 implies that u G m~^X?
σ
+-
 T+~\(O) c->
xf-
σ τ
)(°) Let us cnoose x ^ CO°(R) so tnat x = 1 near ° and set
aι(t,x) = 1 - χ(l(φ+φ-)(t,x)), ut(t,x) = (aιu)(t,x)
f or / > 0 large enough. Then {HI} is a desired sequence. Indeed since α* G CQ°(K)
and α/ = 0 on a neighborhood of O+ U O~ U 7 it follows that ut G ff«(O) «->•
Cq+l(Ό). Thus it is easily checked that m G M at Γ. For the proof of the desired
convergences it suffices to show that
(6.4) Luι->f mXq(_^τ}(O), u{ -> u in X^r)(O) as / -f oo.
Note that / G X(
g
_
σ|T)(O), ^Vl1^ € X(g_σ,r)(O), 11 G ^σ\τ)(O) and
Lut-f = -χ(lφ+φ.)f - χ(lφ+φ-)
uι-u = -χ(lφ+φ-)u
where χ(β) = θχ'(θ). Thus using arguments similar to those in Lemma 6.5 in [8] we
can prove (6.4). D
Proof of Lemma 6.4. The proof of Lemma 6.4 proceeds in three steps.
FIRST STEP: If we write u^ = !*(/, UQ) for k — 0, . . . ,q — 1 then we can find
a u G Xf_
σtT)(O) such that (dξu)(0) = u^ for A; = 0, . . . , q - 1 (we give the proof
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of this fact in Proposition 7.1 below). Now let us choose χ G CQ° (R) so that χ = 1
near 0 and set with aι(t,x) = 1- χ(lm(t,x))
n
(6.5) fi(t,x) = (αι/)(f,z) - £((W4>u)(M)> u
ol(x) = (α£(0)tio)(a:)
j=0
for / > 0 large enough. Then we remark that // G Xq(_σ τ)(O) and uol G X^_σ r)(Ω)
with supp// Π7 = 0 and suppi/oj Π 70 = 0.
Lemma 6.5. Let // and UQI be given by (6.5). Then
(i) // βfld UQI satisfy the compatibility conditions up to order q — 1.
(ii) fι and u
ol satisfy (6.1), (6.2) am/ (6.3).
Proof. We first consider the assertion (i). We note that
(Φσ+Φiτm(dk0pum = Σ (*) (%pm(Φ+Φ-rmu(k-i} = o on ^\7o
i=0 ^ '
for k = 0,..., # — 1. If we write ΐ^fc^ = Tfc(/^, u0/) for k — 0,. . . , q — 1 then we have
u\k^ — (9oα/w)(0), and hence it follows that
= Σ (flδβ')(0)(*+0=Γ)(0)(fl£-<P«)(0) = 0 on 5Ω \ 7o-
t=0 ^ ^
We turn to the assertion (ii). With χ(θ) — θχ'(θ] we can write
n
fι- f = -χ(lm)f - m~lχ(lm) ^(djπ^AjU, u
ol - UQ = -χ(/m(0))u0.j=o
Therefore (6.1) and (6.3) are easily checked and since (dξf)(0) G X^~^(ίl) and
(fljtι)(0) - u(fc) G X09(1^r)(Ω) for A: = 0, ... , ? - 1 we can prove (6.2). D
In what follows, we may assume that supp/ Π 7 = 0 and suppΐ/o Π 70 = 0.
SECOND STEP: Let x G Co°(R) be as in First step and set with otι(t,x) = 1 —
(6.6) /,(ί,z) = (α,/)(t,x), tioι(x) = (α,(0)«o)(ar)
for / > 0 large enough. Then we remark that ft € X?-
σ τ
)(@) ar|d ωθί € -X'oί-σ τ)(^)
with supp/ί Π (O+ U O~ U 7) = 0 and suppu0j Π (O^ LlO^ U 70) = 0. In particular,
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this implies that // G Hq(O) and uQi G Hq(Ω).
Lemma 6.6. Let // and UQI be given by (6.6). Then the same conclusion as in
Lemma 6.5 holds.
Proof. We first consider the assertion (i). Noticing that OL\ — 1 near Γ \ (0+ U
O~ U supp/) and α/ = 0 near (0+ U O~~) \ supp/ and that fι = f = Qon supp/ we
obtain that
/ / = / near Γ \ ( O + U 0 ~ ) , // = 0 near O+ U O~ U 7.
Similarly we have
^oj = UQ near <9Ω \ (OjJ" U 0^~), MO/ = 0 near OQ U OQ" U 70.
Therefore if we write u^ = Tk(f,u0) and u\k) = Tk(fι,uQl) for k = 0, . . . ,q - 1
then it follows that
u\k)=uw near 9Ω\(O^UO^), u\k)=0 near Ctf U O^ U 70.
This proves the assertion (i). The assertion (ii) is easily checked. D
In what follows, we may assume that / G Hq(O) and UQ G Hq(Ω) with supp/ C
On {φ+ > 77, 0_ > 77} and suppuo C Ω Π {^+(0) > η, 0_(0) > 77} for some 77 > 0.
THIRD STEP: Recalling that Ab(t,x) is non singular on Γ Π {φ+ > 77, φ- > η}
and using the same arguments as in Lemma 3.3 in [13] we can find { f ι } C Hq (O)
and {UQI} C Hq (Ω), with supp// C O Π {0+ > δ, φ- > δ} and suppu0/ C Ω Π
{0_ι-(0) > 5, </>-(0) > J} for some δ — ^(77) > 0, such that // and UQI satisfy the
compatibility conditions up to order q1 — 1 and it follows that
// -> / in Hq(O), UQI -> UQ in Hq(ίl) as / -> oo.
In particular, this implies that
/-> n
 ( _ σ > τ ) , u 0 / ->ϋo in (_σ?r) as -> oo
which shows (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3). Therefore {//} and {UQI} are desired sequences.
Thus we conclude the proof of Lemma 6.4. Π
7. Auxiliary lemmas
In this section we first show the following proposition which is used in the proof
of Lemma 6.4.
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Proposition 7.1. Let q G Z+, q > I and σ, τ G R. // u<*> G X^
σ
k
r}(ίl)
for k = 0, . . . ,<? - 1 ί/zew f/zere ejάste a u G Jf(gσ r)(R x Ω) w/f/z (#ow)(0) = u(k\
k = 0, . . . , q — 1, ίί/c/z
where C — C(q, σ, r) > 0 is independent of u^ and u.
For the proof of Proposition 7.1 it suffices to prove the assertion f or σ = r — —q.
Indeed assume that the statement for σ = τ = —q is true. We consider the general
case. Let u^ G X«~
σ
k
r}(ty for k = 0, . . . , q - 1. We define </*>, k = 0, . . . , q - 1, as
follows:
( *) (^-v;+vι+ί)(o)«(i)) for k > ι.
i=0 ^ / )
Then for each v( fc) it follows that v^ G X -(ty and
By the hypothesis we can find a v G ^(
9
_g _g)(O), with (d$υ)(Q) = v^ for k =
0, . . . ,g — 1, such that
k=0 ' " "
If we set u = φσ^qφτ^qv then we have u G Xq(στ](O). Noticing that d%u =
Σ?=o(i )(5o"V++V-+g)5jv we obtain (9^)(0) = u^ for fc = 0,.. .,g-l. More-
over it follows that
Therefore u is a desired function, and hence we conclude the assertion for σ, r G R.
To prove Proposition 7.1 for σ — r — —q we shall localize the problem. Let us
take a covering {Ui}li=0 of {t = 0} x Ω as follows: First we cover {£ = 0} x 9Ω
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by coordinate patches [/;, i = 1, . . . , / , with coordinate systems χι : Ui Π (R x Ω) -»
{(τ,ξ); \τ\ < δ, \ξ\ < 1, £ι > 0} such that r = t o χ"1 and £ι = r o χ^1 where
5 > 0 is small enough. Next we cover ({t = 0} x Ω) \ \Jli=1 [/; by t/0 CC R x
Ω. Choose a partition of unity {^t}'
=0 subordinate to this covering {Ui}li=0 and set
u\k* = ψiu(k\ It suffices to show Proposition 7.1 for σ = r = —q with u| * instead
of u(k\ Performing a change of independent variables we are led to the case where
U = {(ί,x); |*| < (5, \x\ < 1}, Ω = R+ = {x; xi > 0}, r = xi,
suppι/(fc) C {x; \x\ < 1 - e0, xi > 0} for A; = 0, . . . , q - 1
with €Q > 0 small enough.
Now suppose that q G Z+ (q > 1) is given. For a fixed k G Z+ (0 < fc < ς — 1)
and a fixed υ £ -^0^ -^+) we cons^er tne following functions:
w(t,χ) =
V(t,x)= [ υ(x + ty)p(y)dy for (t, x)
^R-
where
(7.1) </> G C75°(R) with supp</> C {ί; |ί| < <$},
(7.2) xGCo^ίR) with suppx C {β; |0| < 1},
(7.3) p G C^ίR71) with suppp C {y; |y| < e0, 2/1 > e0/2, y2 < 0}
and they satisfy ψ = 1 near 0, χ(0) = 1 and / p(y)dy — 1. Then we obtain the
following two results.
Lemma 7.2. It follows that w G X?q _9)(R+ x B +)
) >0.
Lemma 7.3. (9o^)(0, x), i = 0, . . . , q — 1, /zα.s ί/ze following properties:
(i) (05u;)(0,z) =Qfori = Q,...,k-l and (dξw)(0,x) = υ(x).
(ii) (9>)(0) G X09(-_^_g)(Rΐ) wi/A supp(a^)(0) C {x; |x| < 1 - e0, xi > 0}
and
C = C(q, k, i) > 0.
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Admitting that these results hold we shall complete the proof of Proposition 7.1.
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Let u^ G xl(\ -g)(Rΐ) with suppw(fc) C
{x; |x| < 1 — CQ, x\ > 0} for k = 0,. . . , q - 1. Let us set
f
ί,ar) / v^(x+ ty)p(y)dy
«/
where t/j, p and Φ are as above. Here we define υ^, i = 0, . . . , q — 1, as follows:
t-l
v^ = u
(0\ v({} = u^ - ^(<9>fc)(0) for i > 1.
k=0
Then for each υ^ it follows from Lemma 7.3 that v^ € X (^1^ _7)(RJ) with
^ C {x-, |x| < 1 - co, rci > 0} and
and hence Lemma 7.2 shows that it E X^ _g)(R+ x R!f.) and
9-1
k=0
- _f)(R;, < ^ ' Σ ll«(fc)Hx- _,)(a;
Moreover we have (c?ow)(0) = u^ for fe = 0, . . . , ς f — 1. Therefore w is a desired
function. D
We shall show Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3. For the proofs we prepare several
lemmas.
Lemma 7.4. tt(doeV)(t,x), Q < i < \OL\, is written as a sum of the following
terms:
, \β\ = \a\ - i
where p is of type (7.3).
Proof. We first consider the case i - 0. Since d0{v(x+ty)}=Σ"=ι yj(djv)(x+
ty) the assertion for i = 0 is clear. We turn to the case i > 1. For .;' = 1, . . . ,ra it
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follows from t(djv)(x + ty) = dyj{v(x + ίj/)} that
tj(djv)(x + ty)p(y)dy = j v(x + ty)(-djβ)(y)dy.
Thus the assertion is proved. Π
From this we obtain the following lemma which is easily checked.
Lemma 7.5. (daw)(t, x), \a\ < q, is written as a sum of the following terms:
»0r + ty)p(y)dy,
3 + \β\ + \f\ < \<*\, 0 < j < k, M < q - k
where ψ and p are of type (7.1) and (7.3) respectively.
To get the estimate for w the following lemmas will be used.
Lemma 7.6. For i G Z+ and OL G Z^+1 there is a C > 0 swc/z f/zαf
|α|0i~ |α|)(ί,x) /or 0 < ί < δ, \x\ < 1, xi > 0.
Proof. We first consider the case |α| = 0. If we write χ(θ) = 0^(6) then it
follows that tlφ(t,x) = (φl+φl_)(t,x)χ(t(φ+lφ~1)(t,x)) which proves the assertion
for |α| = 0. We turn to the case |α| > 1. Note that tl(daΦ)(t,x) is written as a sum
of the following terms:
with χW(θ) = dlχ(θ)/dθl. Using K^+Vl1)^,*)! < Cr(^+l/8|~Vll/ί |~1)(t.*) and
repeating the same arguments as above we can conclude the proof. D
Lemma 7.7. Taking μ > 0 large enough we have
φ±(t,x) < φ±(0,x + ty) for 0<t<δ, \x\ < 1,
 Xl > 0, |y| < e0, yi > e0/2.
Proof. If we set f ( ξ , η ) = «2 + ίj2)1/2 + η for (ξ,η) € R+ x R then we can
write φ±(t,x) = f(xι,μxι - Λ± (*,«)). Since ( d ( f ) ( ξ , η ) > 0 and ( d η f ) ( ξ , η ) > 0 it
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suffices to show that μxι—h±(t,x) < μ(xι+tyι)—h±(Q,x+ty) because x\ < x\+ty\.
Since |/ι±(0,z + ty) - h±(t,x)\ < Ct for some C > 0 it follows that
{μ(xι +tyι) -h±(Q,x + ty)} - {μxi -h±(t,x)}
= μtyi - (h±(0,x + ty) - h±(t,x)) > (μe0/2 - C)t.
Therefore taking μ > 0 large enough we can prove the assertion. Π
The following lemma is easily checked.
Lemma 7.8. Let u G L2(R+) with suppu C {|x| < 1, x\ > 1} and let p be of
type (7.3). Suppose that a(t,x,y) with suppα C {0 < t < δ} satisfies \ a ( t , x , y ) \ < C
for t G R+, \x\ < 1, x\ > 1, y G suppp where C > 0 is independent of t, x and y.
If we set
U(t,x) = I a(t,x,y)u(x + ty)p(y)dy
then it follows that U(t,x) G £2(R+ x R") and
where C' > 0 is independent of u and U.
Now we give the proofs of Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3
Proof of Lemma 7.2. By using a reasoning similar to that in Lemma 6.1 in [8]
it suffices to show that
\β\<q-k
for |α| < q. From Lemma 7.5 we recall that φ+φ_ daw is written as a sum of the
following terms:
)(x + ty)p(y)dy
where
3 + \β\ + 111 < H, 0 < j < k, H < q - k.
From Lemma 7.6 and Lemma 7.7 it follows that |α(ί, x,y)\ < C for some C > 0, and
hence using Lemma 7.8 we conclude the proof. O
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Proof of Lemma 7.3. The assertion (i) is clear. We consider the assertion (ii).
We may assume k < i < q — 1. For the proof it suffices to show that
(7.4) | | (0v α 0
\Ύ\<q-k
for \a\ < q — i- Lemma 7.5 shows that d^(d^w)(^,x) is written as a sum of
(δ^Φ)(0,x)(a»(x), |/3| + |7| < i + |α|-fc. Thus the left-hand side of (7.4) is bounded
from above by a sum of the following terms:
where a
βtΊ(x) = (0!+ |α |~fc~ lτ |(/)!_+|α|~fe~ l7l^Φ)(0,x). From Lemma 7.6 it follows
that |o/3>7(a;)| < C for some C > 0, and hence we can prove the assertion (ii). D
An immediate consequence of Lemma 7.1 is
Corollary 7.9. Let q G Z+ and σ, r G R. For f G Xq(σ r)(R- x Ω) there exists
a f G -X"*
σ r)(R x Ω) vvίV/z / = / on R_ x Ω
where C — C(q, σ, r) > 0 w independent of f and f.
We can also obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 7.10. Lef q G Z+, ? > 1 and σ, τ e R. // w( fc) G
fc = 0, . . . , q - I there exists a u G Xq(σ^(R. x Ω; R x <9Ω) vWί/z
k = 0,..., q — 1, such
q-l
(7 = C(q, σ, r) > 0 w independent of u^ and u.
An immediate corollary to this proposition is
Corollary 7.11. Let q G Z+ 0m/ σ, r G R. For f G X(9σ r)(R_ x Ω; R_ x <9Ω)
α / G X(
9
σ r)(R x Ω; R x <9Ω) w/ί/z / = / on R_ x Ω swc/z ί/zαί
τ )(RxΩ;RxaΩ) ^ τ)(R- xΩ;R_ xdΩ)
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where C = C(q, σ, r) > 0 is independent of f and f .
Proof of Proposition 7.10. By the same arguments as in Proposition 7.1 it suf-
fices to prove Proposition 7.10 for σ = — q and r — q. By localization we may as-
sume that υ,W e Xo(~-q5<7)(R+) witn suppι/(fc) C {x; |x| < 1 - e0, xi > 0} for
fc = 0, . . . , < / — 1. Now let us set
q-l
k=0
with x = (xι,x7) = (xι,X2, . ,x
n
) where ψ, p, Φ and i W , i = 0,... ,q — 1, are
as in the proof of Proposition 7.1. Then u is shown to be a desired function using the
following lemma instead of Lemma 7.7. Π
Lemma 7.12. Taking coordinate patches U small enough and coordinate sys-
tems x appropriate, if necessary, we obtain that
-
,*), wk(t,x) = ψ(t)tkΦ(t,x) / ^(x^1,*' + ty')p(y)dy
^
(7.5)
(7.6) Φl.l(t,x) <
for 0 < t < ί, |x| < 1, x\ > 0, \y\ < CQ, 2/2 < 0 where C > Q is independent of t, x
and y.
Proof of Lemma 7.12. Let us set C/0 = {x; (0,x) G [/}. We shall prove the
case UQ Π 7^ Φ 0. Otherwise the proof is easier. There are two cases as follows:
(I) (&Λ±, , <9
n
Λ±)(0, x) Φ (0, . . . , 0) for any x G C/0 Π 7? -
(II) (d2h±, . . . , 0nΛ±)(0, x) = (0, . . . , 0) for some x G f/0 Π 7 .^
We first consider the case (I). Then we may assume that x satisfies not only τ =
toχ~l and £ι = roχ~l but also £2 — ±h±0X~1- Performing a change of independent
variables we can write
φ±(t,x) - {κxl -f (μxi T^2)2}1/2 -hμxi =F^2
Since (dιφ-)(t,x) > 0 and (d2φ-)(t,x) > 0 it follows from xιetyι < e*€°xι and
^2 + tyi < ^2 that
which shows (7.6). Similarly we can prove (7.5).
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We turn to the case (II). We note that ±(d0h±)(Q,x) > 0. Indeed if the iden-
tity (<90/i-)(0,x) - 0 holds then AΊ/b(0,x) = 0 would follow from (1.4). This is
incompatible with (1.5). Suppose that (c?o^-)(0,x) > 0 holds. Then we would have
h-(t,x) > 0 if 0 < t < δ and h-(t,x) < 0 if -δ < t < 0. In particular, we obtain
( t , x ) £ O~ if 0 < t < δ, and hence A&(£, x) is negative definite there. On the oth-
er hand, since it follows from (1.4) that Aγ/6(0,x) is positive definite then A&? 7(0,x)
is also positive definite. This is incompatible with (1.1) and (1.3). Therefore we have
(5bΛ_)(0,z) < 0. Similarly we can prove (<90/ι+)(0,x) > 0. Thus taking U small
enough we may assume that ±(doh±)(t,x) > CQ on U for some c0 > 0.
Now we shall show (7.6). If we set f ( ξ , η ) = {κξ2 + (μξ - r?)2}1/2 + μξ - η for
(ξ,η) G R+ x R then we can write φ-(t,x) = /(xι,ft_(ί,x)). Since (<%/)(£,77) > 0
and ( d
η
f ) ( ξ , η ) < 0 it suffices to show that h-(Q,xιetyι,x' +ty') > Λ_(ί,x) because
x\etyι < eδe°xι. Indeed admitting this assertion we have
0_ (0, xιetyι, x' + ty1) < φ-(t, x; κe2δ€°, μeδ6°) < Cφ-(t, x)
which concludes (7.6). Note that
h- (0, x
λ
e
tyι
, x' + ty') - Λ_ (ί, x)
/•i
= -ί / (d0h-)(t-θt,xl +θxι(etyι -l),x' + θty')dθJo
+ x1(et"-l) /1(91/ι_)( )^ + έίyJ ί\djh-)( )dθJo j_2 Jo
> cot — Ce0t.
Therefore taking eo > 0 small enough we can prove the assertion. Similarly we can
obtain (7.5). D
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